LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
the path of God, just as a pencil of the rays of the sun
has its normal course changed owing to atmospheric
refraction  The Jiva. who has leaped like a trout out ot the
stream of Illusion, is no longer deluded by the images, which
Time is constanly churning out of the vague.  -The soul-s
east window of divine surprise- is now opened, and he
stands on the high vantage of the watch-tower of faith, while
others, with their vested interests in the darkness of the
world,' stand at the foot. But since all arc self-
transcendent beings, the sense of infinity, of eternity,
steals into their souls sooner or later, and they at once
embark on a voyage to the uttermost beyond, the
endless Farther. This home-sickness, this cry for \a
more yet', raises the little Jiva out of the walls of a self-
centred life, and he becomes a cosmic man in his lifers
pilgrimage to the unknown. This spiritual life is what
Tagore means by The surplus in Man/. An American
writer beautifully observes, "We an1 for ever ourselves
plus, and the plus is the main fact/7
The physical health depends on the energising of the
red corpuscles of the blood of the system with the oxygen
of the enveloping air, and the spiritual health depends on
the vital contact of the isolated stream of individual life
with the broad stream of universal life. Only the
redeemed souls, singing paeans of light in the ^i-^y dusk of
dawn, can be admitted into the bewitching moon-lit lawn
of Lila. The millions, not yet initiated into the mysteries
of the Infinite, with the mist-wraith of May a blurring down
their vision, stand outside. Hence, the employment of
Yoga-may a is so needed. Sree Krishna is always drawing
them and taking sides with them, but the unfortunates do
not know how to answer that call. God has so ordained
things that, in this world of contrast, man must fight in
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